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As Geographers we will focus on mountains, volcanoes and earthquakes. We will start by discovering the physical 

geography of Mount Everest, moving on to establish the geographical location of the main continental mountain ranges. 

We will learn how mountains and volcanoes are formed and finally we will look at earthquakes, where they are located, 

why they happen, how they happen, and their aftermath on both the landscape and the people most affected.   

As Scientists we will become Classification Connoisseurs as we learn about Living things and their habitats. We will follow in 

the footsteps of Charles Darwin as we marvel at the evolution and adaptation that occurs in order for living things to 

participate in the game of survival.  

 

As Writers we will be researching inspirational individuals and creating a class booklet of non-fiction reports. What we learn 

about these people will be used as a stimulus for our own fictitious stories about children who dare to be different. We will 

write detailed setting and character descriptions and use a wide range of imaginative vocabulary. 

 

Key Areas of Learning  

ENGLISH MATHS SCIENCE RE  MUSIC 

ART & DT  COMPUTING PE  

ENRICHMENT 

Zones of Regulation SPIRITUAL, MORAL, SOCIAL & CULTURAL 

• Relative pronouns 

• Relative clauses 

• Time adverbials 

• Word class 

classification 

• Non-fiction reports 

• Vocabulary work 

• Comprehension 

questions 

• Story writing  

• Weekly On the Boil 

SPaG lessons 

• Statistics – bar charts, 

line graphs, pie charts, 

interpretation of data 

• Fractions – comparing, 

ordering, addition, 

subtraction, 

multiplication and 

division 

• Percentages 

• Equivalent fractions, 

decimals and 

percentages 

• Decimals – place value 

and ordering 

• Angles 

• Finding the mean 

• Weekly On the Boil 

calculation lessons 

•  

• Living things and their habitats 

• Evolution and Inheritance   

• Is anything ever eternal? 

• Is Christianity still a strong 

religion 2000 years after Jesus 

was on Earth? 

 

• Research of a composer – 

Beethoven 

• Listening and appraising 

• Responding to music in a creative 

way 

 

 

 

• Pop Art 

• 3D drawing 

• Collage 

• Cooking  

Esafety-Social Media – 

Understanding how social media 

works and the implications to 

the user and others. 

• Dynamic balance on a line 

• Counter balance with a partner 

• Invasion Games 

• Outdoor activities (Pioneer) 

We will be visiting Witney Hospital for our IMPS training 

which teaches the children first aid and invaluable life skills. 

We will be spending time focussing on helping the 

children to recognise different emotions and 

discussing strategies to help them deal with them. 

 

VALUES: Perseverance and Self-esteem 

We will be exploring ways in which we can boost our 

self-esteem and celebrate our differences. 


